Athena SWAN Charter

Science and medicine lose huge numbers of talented females following graduation. This is a massive waste of a very valuable human resource at a time of fierce economic restraint. This is bad for women, bad for science and bad for the University. We want to highlight the issue and hear your views and solutions at the following event...

Gender Inequality in Science Challenges & Opportunities
14th January 2011 (9.15 am – 1.00 pm)
Belvoir Suite, Charles Wilson

Guest Speaker Professor Paul Walton, Dept of Chemistry, University of York
(The only Department to be awarded Athena Swan Gold for their work on gender equality. Professor Walton was Head of Department at the time.)

All interested in Science and Medicine welcome

For further details please visit the Athena Swan website at: http://www2.le.ac.uk/institution/athena-swan
To register please contact Chris Sharp, Equalities Adviser email: cjs47@le.ac.uk / ext: 2747